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Many SMEs trading internationally struggle to step

up to the benefits of Free Trade Agreements. But

even the most complex rules of origin can be

managed, potential risks minimised and small

advantages exploited with IT support.

Free Trade Agreements (/switzerland/export/en/glossary/term/Agreements) (FTA) are designed to open doors to

foreign markets, reduce customs (/switzerland/export/en/glossary/term/Customs) duties and help boost

competitiveness. In addition to the EFTA Convention and a Free Trade Agreement with the EU, Switzerland

has negotiated 28 FTAs to date. Most recently, the FTA with China (2015) and the FTA of the EFTA states

(Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Iceland) with the Philippines (April 2016) have been in the

limelight.

An FTA does not deliver full exemption from duties. Certain product groups such as agricultural produce

are often excluded from free trade. And in many cases, the tariffs are reduced only gradually over a
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number of years. Each agreement contains different origin and procedural rules and accepts certain local

regulations. The FTA with China is considered to be particularly complex and challenging.

Coordinating and controlling processes

The effective and risk-free use of preferential agreements is founded on a careful evaluation of a

company’s supply chains and internal processes. The following questions should be answered before

deciding on a strategy:

Which FTAs are relevant to my imports and exports?

Which aspects and regulations of the FTA apply to my company and products?

What requirements do I have to meet? These include clarification of the origins of supplier parts and

manufactured products, the correct classification of all primary products and of the export product,

matching of tariff numbers, precise master data maintenance, and auditable preference calculations,

taking into account the export calculations and the terms and conditions of the Free Trade Agreement

in question.

What software can assist me with collecting and distributing the necessary data and documents

(product classification, matching of export control numbers and tariff numbers,

obtaining/renewing/validating/archiving vendor declarations, calculation of the origin, management

of certificates of preferential origin)? How can problems be avoided?

Who monitors the FTA qualification process in the company when, where, and how? In this regard, it is

essential that the business divisions involved in the process, from procurement, production and sales

to logistics and IT, are in agreement and implement effective control processes.

How is the implementation documented?

Who monitors changes in global trade (laws, currency exchange rates, etc.) and within the company

that may have an impact on supply chains and preference calculations?

Who initiates what measures in the event of changes in law, tariffs (their gradual removal),

production, suppliers, etc.?

Who controls how the adjustments are implemented? What software solution can assist with controls

and adjustments?

What are the costs and benefits?

Back to top
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IT security: A Swiss sales
argument of the ICT
industry
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Given all the changes associated
with the digital transformation, IT
security is becoming an
increasingly important criterion
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Identifying customer
requirements: Source of
inspiration for product
development
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The top priority of Swiss food
manufacturer Wander AG is
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digitalswitzerland
accompanies SMEs on
their way into the digital
age
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digital-age)

DigitalZurich2025 is now called
digitalswitzerland.

The impact of any changes in procurement (change in supplier, new transport routes, interim storage) on

the preferential origin of imports, manufacturing processes and exports should be carefully analysed

before implementation. The potential savings could possibly result in the finished goods being excluded

from preferential treatment. In this case the standard rather than the preferential tariff rate would apply.

A lower purchase price does not always convert into lower total landed costs or a higher profit margin for

the end product.

Conclusion

Software solutions help to generate and manage certificates of origin for exports and vendor declarations

for imports cost-effectively. In contrast, incorrect or flawed certificates and declarations could be

financially damaging to a company and trigger criminal proceedings against the exporter and the

receiving party. Successful exploitation of Free Trade Agreements thus calls for IT expertise that SMEs do

not always have at their disposal. However, external advice can help them to find the right partner and

solution.

READ MORE
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for the digitization of business
models.
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